


ALWAYS AHEAD IN TIME
Take advantage of ISGUS web technology:
» Worldwide access
» Path-breaking .net technology
» Multilingual, scalable business solution
» All standard browsers
» Platform-independent clients
» Software installation on client PC´s is not necessary
» 128 Bit SSL coding ensures high data security



Internet and Intranet give us access to high-quality communication and information and 
globally optimise business procedures and organisation within companies and public 
administrations.

Decentralisation of routine tasks through web based workflows and dialogues provide a crucial 
contribution to increased efficiency and profitability. The ISGUS solution ZEUS® transfers 
absence or update requests in individual approval sequences, which are tailor-made for your 
organisational structure.

You can communicate directly with your ZEUS® system from anywhere - your workplace, 
branch office or mobile phone - and receive fast and reliable information for time accounts, 
absences and holiday planning. 

ZEUS® Time Management 
& Workflows

» WEBTERMINAL

Presence and absence bookings, requests, 
PDC bookings, cost centre change and 
reporting via the web.

» WEBWORKFLOW

Different request types with freely
 definable approval hierarchies and 
informal assignment reports (e.g. 
overtime authorisation, holidays or 
business trip), individually expandable 
approval sequences.

THE MOST FREQUENTLY USED WEB FUNCTIONS

» WEB TIME ALLOCATION

Allocation of working time to customers, projects, 
products, orders and cost centres.

» WEB PRESENCE 
   INDICATOR BOARD

Presence indicator board for HR department, 
telephone switchboard and superiors.



Cost centre and 
performance tracking

Additionally, apart from IN/OUT bookings, 
time can be booked to projects, products, 
cost centres, cost units or orders. 

Time & Attendance

Presence and absence i.e. IN/ OUT, business trip, seminars, standby, on call, 
works meeting etc. are booked in real-time with just one click.

Requests and reporting 

With reference to the authorisation control information relating to all time accounts, latest 
bookings, remaining holiday, balance, carry forward etc. can be retrieved in real time or sent 
directly to the own workspace as a report (PDF).



Individual favourites

To further enhance the process, employees can compile their individual favourites from a 
list, enabling them to select booking types and request accounts.



APPROVALUPDATING IN
THE SYSTEM

REQUEST

EMAIL
NOTIFICATION

ZEUS® WebWorkflow means paperless 
and decentralised system maintenance 
and is a primary example for Employee 
Self Service.

Absence requests and/or update 
requests for example holiday, totals 
and booking updates are made via 
the web and passed on to a Head of 
Department.

The Head of Department is notified 
of this request via email and finally 
applicants receive an automatic 
response advising them of the approval 
or rejection of their request.

For each type of request, absence, 
person or group you are able to define 
individual approval sequences. Here 
you can define which supervisor, in 
which sequence approves the request 
or just receives it for information 
purposes.

In addition, the employees themselves 
can decide to whom the request will be 
sent for approval, for example in the 
absence of an immediate supervisor 
for notification of the Manager’s  
representative.

BOOKING UPDATE



Absence requests, totals and booking update

Each employee can independently and easily make requests. Consequently, 
the workload in the HR department regarding queries and routine tasks is 
reduced on a sustainable basis.
Whether holiday, business trip, booking updates for time and PDC bookings, 
totals updates or change of a daily shift – anyone at any time can make 
relevant requests.

The view of the personal diary or time card provides all necessary actual 
information to schedule business trips and holidays or to insert and update 
bookings.

ABSENCE REQUEST

Requests can be made for full days or half 
days.

APPROVAL SEQUENCE 

Extension of the approval sequence, e.g. individual planning of nominated 
representatives in the event of absence.



Group diary

The group diary can be displayed for the 
department, the working area or a group of 
people. All planned, previously approved or 
past absences such as holidays, business 
trips, seminars etc. are displayed clearly 
and also in half days. Additionally, you can 
recognise immediately, if a new absence 
request or an already approved request is 
of concern.

All relevant information is available for 
the HR Managers to check in advance the 
approval of a request.

Personal Diary 

The personal diary shows all absence 
types of an employee. It is possible to 
display the previous year, the current 
year and the next year. It can also be 
shown, when the relevant employee is a 
nominated representative. In combination 
with ZEUS® Staff Scheduling the employee 
can insert his preferred shift work times 
(“suggested plan”) in the diary and send 
them for approval.



Reports 

Depending on the level of authorization, 
all time recording evaluations regarding 
bookings report, time card, time account or 
holiday entitlement report can be retrieved 
and printed as PDF.

TIME CARD

TIME ACCOUNTS

DIARY REPORT



Web Presence Indicator Board

Attendance information about the employee’s presence and absence is 
always up-to-date and displayed in alphabetical order.
The Presence Indicator Board can display either the whole company or individual 
departments and shows who is present, on holiday or on a business trip.

» EXTENDED VIEW

Authorised personnel are additionally notified for 
instance of the duration and reason for the absence 
(can be made anonymously).

» DETAILED INFORMATION

In the detailed information you can define individual 
information fields such as phone number, mobile phone 
number, purpose of travel, absence reason or time of 
return.

Consequently, it can be seen at a glance, who is 
available and who is not.



Time allocation to projects, products and 
performances

For calculation and accounting purposes in service companies, development 
or construction departments and Public Administration it is necessary to 
allocate the actual working time to projects, jobs and activities.

At the end of the day, week or month the time used is allocated in real 
time. Available time to be allocated is calculated precisely and is 
suggested by ZEUS®.



Payment and transfer of working times

Here requests for the transfer of working times to other 
time accounts, flexi-time accounts and holiday accounts 
can be made and approved. Additionally, you have the 
possibility to make a request for holiday, balance updates 
and overtime payment.

 The digital “black board” 

The workspace News/Info notifies employees of news and changes, for instance 
staff restaurant opening times, weekly menu, venue and time of a works 
meeting etc..

Representative regulation

Possibility to define individually within the approval sequence, who is 
representative and if an absence request is approved by one or more 
people.



Notification function 

In the approval sequence of absence 
requests you can define personnel per 
request, who are automatically notified 
about a planned holiday or business trip.

MS Outlook diary

After the approval of absence requests, 
dates can be transferred into the personal 
MS Outlook diary.

Secretary function

Employees without own web access can 
make use of the secretary function. This 
means, that other employees have the 
authorisation to make requests, updates 
etc. for this employee.

Automatic request transfer

If an approver is absent over a longer 
period, without notifying his absence, the 
request is automatically transferred to a 
representative.

Request attachment

Possibility to send request attachments 
e.g. Excel lists, Word documents, PDF 
files or scanned documents such as medical 
certificates.



Canada

USA

Portugal
Spain

France

Great Britain

Netherlands

Headquarters
Germany

Switzerland

Poland

Austria

Romania

Italy

Turkey

Greece

United Arab Emirates

Russia

South Africa
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ISGUS – AS INTERNATIONAL AS 
ITS CUSTOMERS AND ITS SOLUTIONS 

ISGUS with its close net of distribution partners, its entirely customer orientated and excellent 
service and training concepts, is your strong and reliable partner now and in the future.

Benefit from our longstanding experience resulting from over 14,000 installations worldwide. 
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Autoclock Systems Ltd
93/97 Second Avenue

Heaton
Newcastle upon Tyne, NE6 5XT

Tel: 0191 2761611, Fax: 0191 2761611
Web: www.autoclocksystems.co.uk


